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Since 1979, the Science Council has been studying the effects of computers
and related technologies on industry, education, the workforce and society
in general. This major project led to the publication in 1982 of Report
33, Planning Now for an Information Society: Tomorrow is Too Late. The
report gave some consideration to the subject of artificial intelligence
(AI). However, developments in this area are proceeding extremely quickly,
and Council sensed the need to examine the social and economic implications
of AI in more detail. Thus, a workshop was convened by Council on 20 and
21 January 1983.
The Ottawa workshop had the effect of acting as a catalyst to bring
together members of the AI corranunity from all parts of Canada. For two
days, some 60 participants from across the country met in ottawa to discuss
the current state of AI research and consider policies for future development. Those attending included research workers from university, industrial and government laboratories as well as industrialists, policy-makers
and venture capitalists.
The Science Council sponsored the workshop and offers these proceedings
because, in its view, policy-makers and the public need to become
acquainted with the current status of AI, not only in Canada but around the
world. Citizens and their representatives should understand how the evolution of this technology will affect employment, the organization of
businesses and the structure of society. In light of the new technology,
governments will have to reconsider industrial policies and discover the
- 5 -
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best ways to encourage and accommodate the development of AI.
In turn
politicians need information on how the new applications will benefit
industry.

Through the medium of the ottawa workshop, the Science Council

obtained answers to many outstanding questions about the current and future
status

of

AI.

This

will

assist

Council

in

arriving

at

policy

reconunendations.
In opening the workshop, Dr. Stuart Smith, Chairman of the SCience

. How

Council, posed a series of questions: What is the general state of the
institutional infrastructure in which AI is embedded?
best assist?

can government

How important are grants, projects, the training of personnel

and the exchange of ideas? The meeting then heard a series of overview

lectures given by experts in the field.

Participants were, of course,

speaking with their peers and their talks and discussions ranged from the
technical to reviews of topics known to their audience.

Without having a

general background in the field of AI, much of the material discussed over
the

two

days

would

be

inaccessible

to

the

non-specialist.

These

proceedings are presented, therefore, as a general, self-contained picture
of AI research and development in canada rather than a collection of
abstracts. The report, it is hoped, is faithful to the spirit of the
workshop but goes beyond the scope of several of the talks by drawing on
additional background material.
A number of people deserve special mention for the success of the workshop and these proceedings.

First, Dr. Arthur J. Cordell, science adviser,

who thought the idea for an AI workshop to be timely and necessary; Dr.
Alfred Stein, Continuum, Toronto, was given the difficult task of setting
the agenda for the meeting and prepar ing the master
Finally, Dr.

list of invi tees.

David Peat, consultant, ottawa, prepared these proceedings

which not only capture the flavour and excitment of the workshop, but give
the reader an introduction into the area of AI itself.

James M. Gilmour
Director of Research

I. INTRODUCTION

- 7 -

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Some idea of the diversity and rapid evolution of the field can be gained
by attempting to define the term "artificial intelligence." The Oxford
English Dictionary offers no definition and no topic entry can be found in
the Encyclopaedia Britannica (15th edition) or the Von Nostrand I s SCientific Encyclopedia (5th edition). The McGraw Hill Dictionary of Scientific
and Technical Terms (2nd edition) is more helpful:
"'Ihe property of a machine capable of reason by which it can learn
functions normally associated with human intelligence."
Workers in the field offer their own definitions, such as:
"Artificial Intelligence is concerned with understanding the principles
of intelligence and building working models of human intelligent
behaviour."
and;
"Artificial Intelligence is the part of computer science concerned with
designing intelligent computer systems, that is, systems that exhibit
the characteristics we associate with intelligence in human behaviour understanding language, learning, reasoning, solving problems and so
on."
In some of these definitions, however, the computer seems to be very far
away:
"A technical language with which to discipline the imagination."
- 9 -
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The concept of AI also involves a general agreement as to the meaning
of intelligence itself. ill Feigenbaum of Stanford University, a noted
research worker in the field, offers the following definition:
"Intelligent action is an act or a decision that is goal-oriented,
arrived at by an understandable chain of sYmbolic analysis and
reasoning steps, and is one in which knowledge of the world informs and
guides reasoning."
Other workers offer other definitions. Thus, it is probably not too
profitable at this stage in the evolution of AI to attempt a single, allembracing statement for, over its short history, the topic has radically
changed in its aims and approaches. In the 1950s, AI was directed towards
building an artificial brain that could duplicate a wide range of human
functions. Today, research is more concerned with making realistic and
practical contributions in a limited number of fields. Yet as computer
systems continue to evolve and new theoretical insights are gained, AI may
change direction again.
AI today is a truly integrated field of study with its theories,
experiments and applications coming from computing, engineering, mathematics, logic, physics, psychology, human engineering, neurology, linguistics
and other fields.

Each discipline brings with it its own tools and unique

approach, and it is not unusual for researchers from several disciplines to
be found working side by side on a given research project.
Because there is no single agreed definition of AI nor a common background for AI workers, neither is it always possible to point to computer
hardware and say, "This is a piece of AI." A large and expensive computer
may carry out its tasks according to conventional mechanical procedures and
embody little that could be called AI. However, an ineXPensive chess playing game or the barcode reader in a supermarket checkout are both realizations of AI research. On the one hand, an industrial robot represents the
frontier of AI research; on the other wrist, there may be a talking watch.
'Ibday AI encompasses not so much a single goal but rather a series of
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diverse and useful applications on the way, with an increasing body of
knowledge about abstract systems and insights into the functioning of human
intelligence.
How well do these definitions. and discussion help the layreader
to become oriented in this rapidly changing field?

In simple terms, AI is an area of research and application involving
computers that behave in ways we can recognize as, intelligent.
computer,

along

with

intelligent

beings,

must

be

able

to

An

AI

understand

something of the world around it and to use this understanding to reason,
deduce, estimate and plan.

The results of its electronic deliberations

will be to respond appropriately to each new situation it encounters.
Intelligent computers therefore gather information about their environment and the world in general through vision, speech recognition, touch and
manipulation as well as through the more conventional inputs such as typewriters, touch-sensitive screens, magnetic tape and discs.

The computer

stores, organizes and integrates the data with other general knowledge that
is in its memory banks.

Next the computer uses all its background informa-

tion, together with data specific to its present task, and arrives at a
solution to a problem, requests further information or takes some other
form of intelligent action.

The computer acts through printout, video

displays, voice conversation or movement of articulated limbs.
At one time, AI workers sought to embody all these abilities within a
single

robot

or

supercomputer.

However,

the

venture

proved

overly

ambitious and, just as life on earth, AI has evolved through a process of
specialization.
niches in the

Today AI devices are beginning to fill several of the
informational landscape.

These

include computer

vision,

expert systems, machine translation, picture processing, question-answering
machines, industrial robots, decision-making systems, office machines and
intelligent information banks.

Each

of

these

devices

employs several
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principles of AI and

these principles and

important applications were

discussed at the ottawa Workshop.
Does society need AI?

What need is there to build machines that

will duplicate human activities?

Unemployment

in Canada and many other western nations has become a

serious problem, but this topic was not raised.
the nature of the

It is difficult to predict

information society by the end of

the

twenty-first

century, but in the immediate decade the computer will probably act as
partner rather than a competitor in the workplace.

'l11e reason lies in the

computers special abilities and serious limitations.

As one participant

put it:
"'l11ere are some things we can do so well
them; they're unconscious. 'l11ese happen
computers find hard to do. On the other
at making routine calculations and doing
boring ."

that we don't even think about
to be the very things that
hand, computers are excellent
the sorts of things we find

At present computers offer no competition in the activities humans
enjoy doing and performing well.
state of affairs.

Computer vision is a good example of this

Electronic vision systems are particularly stupid when

it comes to recognizing complex objects; their abilities are taxed even by
simple, solid objects in a well-designed background.

Humans, on the other

hand, are marvellously skillful at this and can spot something like a small
bird in a landscape or recognize the face of a friend in a moving crowd.
In the immediate future computers will certainly not compete with humans in
this field of general vision.
However, the computer's "eye" can make accurate measurements of simple
shapes it has been trained to see.

The computer can rapidly scan a series

of photographic plates containing elementary particle tracks and pick out
an anomaly or new event.
need

technical

training

To perform the same task, a human observer would

and

the

assistance

of

an

accurate

measuring
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apparatus.

The human would be far slower, more prone to error and would

find the task particularly tedious.

In the field of vision, therefore, the

computer will act as assistant to relieve humans of tasks they do not wish
to perform.
To take another example, the artist's studio or the craftsman's work-

place would prove chaotic to the robot, where the need to adapt to each
new, creative task would stretch its capacities to the limit.

However, the

well-designed environment of the conveyor belt is congenial to the industrial robot.

Provided a robot can carry out endless repetitions, involving

the

tasks

sort

of

a

human would

find

"soul destroying,"

it

remains

efficient.
Intelligent robots also have the potential to extend human abilities.
They can work with the very small (microsurgery and printed circuitry) or
the very large (manipulate heavy machinery).

They can also work in areas

that humans find hazardous such as nuclear plants, chemical works, outer
space and the ocean bed.

At present, robots and AI computers seem best

adapted to carry out the very tasks that humans cannot or have no wish to
do.

At this stage in the development of AI, it appears that silicon and

carbon-based

intelligences

are

in

no

danger

of

eventually coevolve through a process of .sYmbiosis.

competition

but

may

HIS'IORY OF AI

A Diverse Introduction
The design of a machine that will duplicate the behaviour of humans has
resonances in the myths of Pygmalion I s living statue, Paracelsus I s hOIOC>ncule, Rabbi Loew of Prague IS Golem and the clockwor k mannikins of the
eighteenth century. Indeed one of the great arcane secrets of the Middle
Ages was the creation of life from inanimate matter.
Several of the
founders of the science of artificial intelligence have spoken of believing
themselves to be the heirs to this tradition.
The first realization that it would be possible to duplicate the functions of human intelligence by machines came about in the 1940s. Early
computers were crude by contemporary standards, but their designers
realized that their electronic circuits imitated certain processes in the
brain. At the time, research workers in cybernetics and neurology predicted that, in principle at least, it should be possible to build a computer
that would approximate many of the abilities of the human brain. This
electronic intelligence would have an enormous effect not only industrially
but also on society as a whole.

These visionaries also realized that the

computer would be a valuable new tool for exploring that greatest of scientific mysteries - the nature of the human brain.
The first workers in AI were, in fact, exploring a comparison that has
often been made between the brain and the most complex technology of a
particular period. In the eighteenth century, for example, the brain was
supposed to carry out its controlling function on hydrodynamic principles.
- 14 -
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Impulses from the brain were directed to the body I S organs by means of
fluids travelling in narrow tubes.

Thus the elaborate play of eighteenth-

century fountains became a model for animal behaviour.
In the nineteenth century, the control of new industr ial machines by
governors attracted scientific attention.
governors the principles of

Through

the

study of

"feedback" were discovered and

these

related to

homeostasis in animals. By the twentieth century these investigations led
to the sciences of cybernetics and general systems theory.
Early in the twentieth century, the brain was modelled on a telephone
system with nerves relaying incoming and outgoing signals to a central
switchboard.

By the 1950s, the switchboard was forgotten and the brain had

become a computer in which information is stored and processed.
However, each of these early metaphors is strictly limited in its
application.

What first appeared to be a promising image, in the end turns

out to encompass only a very small part of the brain I s total behaviour.
The brain, for example, uses the principle of feedback to control certain
internal bodily functions, but it also does far more than that.

Reflex

actions involve the passage of electrical messages to a "switchboard" in
the brain or spinal column; but nerves do not operate in the same way as
telephone lines and the brain is more than a switchboard.
Today, neurologists realize that the human brain does not operate in
the same way as a computer yet the metaphor of "artificial intelligence" is
still a valuable one.

AI research continues to yield important applica-

tions and provides insights into the nature of human vision,
speech and

intelligence.

However,

history warns us

that,

language,

in the last

analysis, the metaphor of the "computer as brain" may well be replaced by
yet another image.

16

From Darbnouth to ottawa
The origins of AI as a recognized discipline date from a conference held at
Dartmouth College in 1956.
There Claude Shannon, Marvin Minsky, John
McCarthy, Allan Newell, Herbert Simon and other leading researchers met to
define the future directions of AI.
To

a large extent, the foundations of the field had already been laid

by the time of the Dartmouth Conference.
In 1943, for example, Warren
McCulloch and Walter pitts had made a theoretical study of neurons in the
brain and deduced that they operated as binary (on-off) switches. The two
researchers went on to show that a network of such switches could duplicate
all the functions of symbolic logic. This was a surprising and important
result for it demonstrated that a collection of simple objects (on-off
switches) that also happened to be the building blocks of a computer, were
capable of carrying out complex logical operations.
In 1948, Norbert Wiener published Cybernetics in which he drew analogies between the mathematics of servo-mechanisms and the internal behaviour
of biological systems. In the same year, Claude Shannon gave a mathematical formulation of information and noise.
By 1950, scientists were taking computer intelligence seriously enough
for Alan Turing to propose a test that would determine the extent to which
a computer could be jUdged intelligent. Turing proposed the following:
you hold a conversation with some unknown entity by means of written messages. At the end of the conversation you are asked if your unseen partner
is human or not. If you jUdge that a human intelligence was involved in
the exchange and the unseen message writer happens to be a computer, then
that electronic machine must indeed be judged intelligent. (Turing's test
seemed eminently reasonable three decades ago but today we know that the
computer doctor and psychiatrist can lull some people into the illusion
that they are speaking to a sympathetic human. Is it possible that humans
are less intelligent than was once thought~)
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In 1952, W. Ross Ashby's Design for a Brain explored more mathematical
models of the brain. By 1956, therefore, the theoretical implications of
computers, neural networks, information and cybernetics had been much discussed. 'Ihe future of AI looked promising and the mood of the Dartmouth
Conference was highly optimistic. Participants predicted that by 1970 a
computer would become a grand chess master, discover significant mathematical theorems, compose music of "classical quality," understand spoken
language and provide language translations.
Several research projects were also initiated at Dartmouth which were
equally ambitious;
o

a complex system of artificial neurons that would begin to
function as an artificial brain;

o

a robot that would build up an internal picture of its environment;

o

a computer program to derive the theorems of the Principia
Mathematica;

o

a chess playing grandmaster that would also provide significant
insights into the nature of human intelligence; and

o

a model of the brain's visual cortex.

However, by the early 1960s, the optimistic mood of Dartmouth soured as
it became clear that AI involved problems far more complex than anyone had
imagined.
The various projects proposed in 1956 failed to produce
significant results and the difficulties involved were not always clearly
understood.
AI had promised much but delivered little of substance with the result
that, by the late 1960s, interest in AI had declined. Efforts in machine
translation, for example, exposed the subtleties and difficulties inherent
in understanding natural language but produced little in the way of
commercially attractive translation programs.
In 1966, the major US
project in machine translation was terminated. Problem solving also ran
into serious difficulties when it was discovered that the "solution space"
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required (the number of possible alternative solutions that the computer
would have to investigate), for any fair sized problem, was far too large
for existing computers and would involve excessive amounts of computer
time.

(see "An Aside!

Tree Graphs and Combinatorics," page 32.)

By the end of the 1960s, AI had entered a wasteland.

Funding for major

projects had been reduced or cancelled and it had become difficult to
convince university administrators and
Lmport.ance of the topic.
in attempting

to

of

the

However, in their darkest hour, AI researchers

were also learning from their mistakes.
error

government policy-makers

build a

To begin with they realized the

universal machine

tackling problems that were too general in nature.

intelligence and

in

'Ihroughout the 1970s,

AI researchers concentrated on well-defined problems and on applications in
carefully structured situations.
The 1960s also saw the development of important technical approaches
which were to be exploited to advantage in the 1970s.

These new techniques

can best be illustrated by analogy to humans solving problems.

Faced with

a difficult problem, a human does not necessarily proceed in a strictly
logical fashion and examine every alternative with the same attention.

A

human makes guesses and uses rules of thumb; a problem may be simplified
and broken into smaller parts, or the solution of a similar problem may
suggest the

strategy for

a

new approach.

Humans also

ignore certain

details in favour of a "global" approach and attempt to juggle several
things at the same time.
AI researchers realized that each problem requires its own particular
strategy and can be tackled best with the aid of heuristics or rules of
thumb.

Computers were designed, therefore, that could do several things at

once; in technical terms, carry out parallel processing and time sharing.
Also, new programming languages were written that were better adapted to
problem solving and AI work.

When these insights and technical advances

were combined with the more modest goals adopted by AI researchers,
field began a renaissance in the second half of the 1970s.

the

This resurgence
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was also assisted by advances in the theoretical understanding of problems
specifically connected with AI.
In linguistics, for example, Noam
Chomsky's theory of deep linguistic structures had a considerable effect on
machine translations, question-answering machines and the understanding of
natural languages.
Even more important in implementing these new advances was the realization that AI systems must have general knowledge of the world. Much of our
ability to deal with day-to-day situations comes from the vast store of
information knowledge we each hold wi thin us.
night, stones fall,

We know that day follows

shadows move with the sun,

vegetables grow in the

ground and are purchased at stores. We know about people and society,
about beliefs and actions, and about recreation and daily work. Without
any of this background information, a general conversation, overheard
between two people, would be virtually meaningless and few daily problems
could be solved appropriately.
Today, AI workers recognize that computers must also be given such
powerful bases of knowledge.

Without a knowledge base, even the fastest

and largest of machines is powerless to understand the context of a conversation or to solve the simplest practical problems.

The programming of

speech recognition, for example, relies on the computer's ability to match
incoming sounds with the acoustic patterns of sentence fragments it has
constructed.

However, this matching implies that the computer has antici-

pated and generated successive fragments of speech.

To do so a computer

not only has to understand semantics and syntax but also the meaning of a
particular sentence wi thin the overall speech and this requires general
knowledge concerning the topic of conversation.
In virtually every area of AI today, the computer relies on a knowledge
base of facts about the world. This knowledge base has become a key to so
many advances in AI that considerable research is being directed towards
the best ways of storing and manipulating knowledge.
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Advances over the last 5 years can also be traced to evolutions in the
computer itself.

As more and more computing power is placed on a silicon

chip, the computer becomes faster, cheaper,

more powerful and more compact.

The result is that research groups of even modest size can now have access
to considerable computing facilities.

Also, problems that once lay outside

the capacity of a computer memory or took too much time to solve are now
feasible.

This process of electronic evolution is still accelerating.

As

one participant observed:
"I feel that in the next five years, the champion chess player will be
a computer and not a human. This isn't because the computer is any
more intelligent, it's just that one order of magnitude increase in
SPeed equals several points in IQ. As the chess machine speeds up, it
can work out all the moves and apply various algorithms."
"Intelligent" devices can now be produced in which the computing power is
built-in rather than supplied from a distant bank of computers.

By the

late 1970s, companies had also started to work on the design and manufacture of computers specifically created for AI work and the first applications of AI devices were finding their way into the marketplace.

Micro-

processors are on sale today that play championship chess, backgammon and
checkers.

Industrial robots work in factories, machines are voice-operated

and barcode readers are found in many supermarkets.
Thanks to advances in computer design and new understandings about AI,
like knowledge bases, new programming languages, strategies and heuristics,
the field has emerged from its wasteland.

Today AI is a fast-moving field

that, in certain countries, is being heavily funded.

Although AI resear-

chers are no longer willing to make the generalized optimistic predictions
of the Dartmouth Conference, they can at least point to successful applications and promising areas of study.

II. 'IOPICS IN AI RESEARCH

AI is a particularly integrated field of study where research
workers from many different disciplines pool their
knowledge and experience to solve given problems.
Although AI research today is divided into a number of
specific areas, each particular advance has implications for
the whole field and embodies principles from
several different areas of AI.
For clarity of presentation, this paper is divided into
different sections, each dealing with a particular field of AI.
It must be borne in mind# however, that these divisions are
to some extent arbitrary for the interests of various
AI workers overlap and common problems occur in different fields.

- 21 -

'IOPIC I:

.IQUVLEDGE AND THE

o::JIlPUTER

One of the most significant fields of AI research today is that of knowledge representation and bases. Knowledge bases are ordered collections of
facts about the world that are used in fundamental work on expert systems,
problem solving, computer vision, natural language understanding and speech
recognition. The topic in itself also represents an important advance in
how the computer's abilities are used. As one participant put it:
"When the computer moves from processing numbers to actually dealing
with knowledge itself, then it has made a tremendous evolutionary leap."
During the Ottawa WOrkshop, there were several talks and discussions on
how knowledge can best be represented and manipulated by a computer. The
participants also debated which programming languages are most appropriate
for knowledge representation and how knowledge bases can be used in
question-answering machines and expert systems.
Expert Systems
Expert systems represent the most visible success of AI today. They are of
obvious practical importance to businesses and to professionals and a clear
demonstration to non-experts, of how computers can solve problems in an
intelligent fashion.
A definition of this important new area was given by one speaker:

- 23 -
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"Expert systems are computer systems which attempt to duplicate or
approach the performance of an expert in his field."
Expert systems are designed to capitalize on the knowledge of experts
in

certain

fields.

When

such

systems

are

provided

with

background

information on a particular case or. situation, they are able, for example,
to make a medical diagnosis, predict a chemical structure or suggest the
location of a mineral deposit.
Some of life's problems can be solved by the mechanical application of
simple rules, for example, setting up a small balance sheet or tracing the
fault in a simple machine.

These problems can also be solved by a well-

written computer program and are not the province of expert systems.
Dr. Douglas Skuce of the University of Ottawa explained that the ideal
field for an expert system is one in which the problems involved are more
subtle and cannot be directly solved with a limited number of rules.

When

doctors make a diagnosis, for example, they use rules of thumb, intuition
and judgements based on partial information, and combine all this with a
lifetime of accumulated knowledge and experience of similar cases.

The

expert system attempts to formalize this tacit knowledge in a way that can
be used by the computer.
A perfect expert system not only gives accurate solutions to complex
problems but explains how it arrived at its conclusions.

It learns from

experience, restructures new knowledge and detects internal inconsistencies
in its knowledge base.

The perfect system also realizes what is relevant

to a problem and what can be neglected and, like any good expert, it is
aware

of

its

own limitations.

Although

commercially available

systems incorporate several of these features,

expert

they all have limitations

and none has yet reached the level of a true human expert.
During the late 1970s and early 1980s, a number of expert systems were
designed and marketed, several of which are explained in Table I.

The
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systems PUFF, MYCIN and CADUCEUS have a high success rate when it comes to
the diagnosis of a limited range of illnesses, DENDRAL and CHRYSALIS are
able to interpret mass spectra and electron-density maps respectively,
PROSPEC'IOR indicates the location of minerals and has already correctly
predicted the location of a molybdenum deposit. other expert systems are
used in the design of electronic equipment to aid computer programmers and
as mathematical assistants. Expert systems also form the basis of some
computer-aided learning systems.

Table I -

A

Selection of Expert Systems

System

Function

PUFF

Diagnoses and recommends treatment of pulmonary
dysfunction.

PROSPEC'IOR

Aids in the exploration of nine important minerals.

DENDRAL

Suggests organic molecular structures based on mass
spectrograph data.

MYCIN

Diagnoses bacterial infections and recommends antibodies.

VM

Interprets clinical data on a patient's breathing.

AM

Discovers mathematical concepts.

EL

Analyses electronic circuits and determines voltages and
currents.

GUIDON

Uses the MYCIN and PUFF expert systems as a basis for
teaching medical diagnosis.

ABSTRIPS

Devises plans for a robot to move objects between rooms.

MOLGEN

Designs experiments in molecular genetics.

CHRYSALIS

Interprets the electron-density maps of protein molecules.
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Some expert systems operate at a high level of knowledge and performance.

'Ihese systems act as consultants for professionals such as doctors

and engineers and, in effect, make the experience and knowledge of a world
expert available in many different locations.

other expert systems operate

at the level of assistants or apprentices and remove some of the burdens
from human professionals.
Notwithstanding their successes, current expert systems are limited in
their areas of expertise and, in some cases, do not offer satisfactory
explanations as to how they reach a conclusion.

Also,

systems

when they

have

the

irritating habit of

"crashing"

boundaries of the field they are programmed to cover.

current expert
reach

the

Rather than indi-

cating that they have reached their limits, these systems continue to offer
solutions with confidence even when these solutions are absurd.
A major barrier to the development of new expert systems lies in the
time taken to extract knowledge rules and heuristics from a human expert
and the problems of incorporating these rules into a computer program. At
present a knowledge engineer must work with the human expert for many
months or years.

During this period, the engineer attempts to learn the

different strategies and approaches that the expert employs and converts
these into an expert program.
Human experts are not always clear as to how they use their intuition
and experience and the engineer may have to begin with general cases and
develop new insights by presenting the expert with special cases, exceptions to the rule and instances where a rule must be broken.

One possibil-

ity for removing this labour-intensive bottleneck is to have the expert
system itself extract the knowledge.

This can be done, for example, by

generating a large number of cases and presenting them to the expert for
consideration.
active one.)

('Ihe

field

of knowledge

representation,

itself,

is an
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Expert systems of the future will have to handle far more rules and
facts than present systems. 'Ihey will be structured to deal with incomplete or imprecise knowledge, they will accommodate knowledge from several
different sources and operate in more flexible ways. The research in these
cases was discussed by John Mylopoulis, Zenon Pylyshyn and Douglas Skuce.*
'Ihere was general agreement at the workshop that the field of expert
systems should be pursued in Canada. Some research work is already being
done in this field which appears to be ideal for further
exploitation. For
,
example, development of the PRQSPOCTOR system involved Canadian expertise
and information on Canadian resources, yet the actual system was designed in
California. Its development costs were not large, $2 million. The Canadian AI community should be involved in the production of similar expert
systems, in particular systems which would assist in the development and
exploitation of natural resources.

Knowledge Representation and Logic Programing
Knowledge representation deals with the ways in which facts and information
are structured and manipulated in the computer and how they can be used to
make inferences and deductions. It is essential in the design of an expert
system and other AI applications where general world knowledge is needed,
and involves some of the conceptually most difficult and exciting issues in
AI.
In the 1960s, research workers still had as their goals general purpose
systems that would play games at a high level and solve complex problems,
but such systems were rule based, an approach that was soon found to be
limited. By the late 1970s, a different, knowledge base approach was
attempted

in which

* See p. 69.

computers were

given access to general

facts

about
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particular domains.

'Ihe success of such attempts depends, of course, on

having a proper representation of knowledge within the computer.
Knowledge representation depends critically upon choosing a programming
language that is sufficiently precise to make correct deductions yet, at
the same time,

is flexible enough to contain all the relationships that

exist between a wide range of knowledge facts.

Natural languages,

example, have considerable flexibility but lack precision.

for

Mathematics and

conventional programming languages have precision but are too narrow in
their range.

A new level of languages, therefore, had to be created for

knowledge representations; these were based upon features from mathematics,
natural and programming languages.
Toronto

explained

that

three

John Mylopoulis of the University of

basic

approaches

have

been

used

in

the

develoPment of such knowledge representation languages.
'Ihe first approach makes use of the rules of symbo.Li,c logic.

For

example, statements of the form:
"If X is a student, then X is a person,"
are used to structure the knowledge base.

If the computer is later sup-

plied with the particular fact that "John is X" it will be able to deduce
that John is also a person.

By stringing sets of logical relationships

together ("If.... then ••• ," "Either... or ••. " and so on), it becomes pessible to make powerful inferences from a particular given set of facts.
Deductions made with this approach are at present wide but are limited to
those of traditional syrrco.Li.c logic.

To be of more

practical use,

the

knowledge representation system must also deal with partial or incomplete
knowledge, heuristics, beliefs, orders involving time, metaphors, actions,
plausability and so on.

Research projects are attempting to incorporate

some of these more flexible features.
A second approach makes use of the relationships that exist between
objects and facts.

John of the previous example may not only be a student
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but also the husband of Mary, the father of David, owner of a dog and a red
car, taller than Henry and older than Paul.

Indeed, a complex web of

relationships interconnect John with other people and objects in the knowledge base.

By laying down such relational networks, the knowledge base

develops a particularly rich structure,

far

superior

available in a logic-based representation.
However,
make new inferences using this relational approach.

to that currently
it is difficult to

A third attempt at representation is "process driven."

The programming

language makes use of the input of a fact to trigger a series of processes
within the knowledge base.

The fact "John is a student" may trigger off a

process that results in the deduction "John is a person" or "John is the
husband of Mary."

Representations using processes are currently fashion-

able amongst the designers of expert systems but, as with relational networks, they are limited in their reasoning potential.
Dr. Myopoulis explained how contemporary research is being directed to
a new generation of languages that use features from all three of these
approaches.

Randy Goebel, of the University of Waterloo, discussed PROr..c:x:;,

one of these new, logic-based languages.

PROr..c:x:; is proving particularly

popular amongst the AI community and has been chosen by the Japanese for
use in their fifth-generation computer.

Doug Skuce, who had earlier talked

about expert systems mentioned the LESK language that is designed for knowledge acqui.s i tion from an expert in a "user friendly" way.
There was some discussion at the meeting on the meri ts of var ious
languages but one participant observed:
"'Ihe problem with all these languages is that people act like apostles
and push the language they believe in. The field's being spoiled by so
many unjustified claims."
Another suggestion was to avoid a totally unified approach in a computer
system and use one language for knowledge representation and another for
control.
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The concepts of "Frames" and "SCripts" were also mentioned in relation
to knowledge representation. "Frames" were devised at MIT by Marvin Minski
and involve stereotyPes of knowledge or clusters of facts· that can be manipulated as a block. "Scripts" were developed to cover common situations in
which humans often find themselves involved. A well-known example of a
Script concerns the tyPe of action that a customer in a restaurant might
experience. By means of this Script, the computer becomes aware of a range
of human experience that includes goals, beliefs and plans besides hard
factual knowledge.
Present systems of knowledge representation are limited to several
hundred facts and the workshop participants agreed that a whole new range
of applications will open up once these systems are able to handle
thousands or tens of thousands of facts. The barrier to such an increase
appears to lie with the knowledge representation language itself. Some
speakers felt that a significant breakthrough in representation is needed
before knowledge bases increase in size by an order of magnitude. However,
to give an idea of the scale of the problem involved, Myopoulis pointed out
that some of the issues of knowledge representation involve questions that
have preoccupied philosophers for many generations without solution.

Question-Answering Systems
Computer buffs aside, most of us would prefer to talk to a computer in our
own everyday language. A person who uses the computer as a tool in an
office, home or factory is generally uninterested in the way in which the
program is written or how the knowledge is structured. Such a person does
not wish to learn a programming language or to spend several hours with a
system manual. The ideal situation would be to ask the computer a direct
question and receive an answer in everyday language. Based on this answer,
the user might then choose to enter into a more detailed conversation with
the computer and ask for further facts, explanations and predictions.
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The goal of question-answering sytems is to produce a "user friendly"
computer that will hold an intelligent and productive conversation with a
human user.

The conversation itself could be held using speech or typed

questions and answers in ordinary language.
larly

appropriate

system.

candidates

for

Expert systems are particu-

augmentation

by

a

question-answering

As one participant put it:

"What we want is the sort of medical expert system where a worried
mother can lift up the phone and explain her child's symptoms. The
computer would tell her not to worry or suggest she brings the child in
to see the doctor."
Ray Perrault pointed out that question-answering

systems must have

capabilities that lie far beyond the understanding of natural language - a
difficult enough task in itself.

Such systems would have to deal with the

general flow of a conversation, they would have to understand its context,
to refer back to earlier answers and to deal with ambiguous questions.
Current systems are stretched to the limit by even the most simple
conversations.

A question-answering system may, for example, be able to

deal with:
"What Canadian manufacturing company's profits were higher than average
in 1980?"
But what will it make of the follow-up?
"What do they make?"
Here the ambiguity of the word "they" can only be resolved if the computer
remembers and understands

the previous question and answer.

The word

"make" is even more difficult for it could refer to profits, income or
products.
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'I11e first generation of such

systems had

their

language-generating

programs integrated with rules for the semantics and context of the conversation.

'!hey were fast and versatile, but were incapable of dealing with

subtleties of language; also, any change to the data base involved modifying the whole system.

A second generation of machines had data bases that

were independent of syntax generation.

This step allowed for a richer use

of language and more acceptable replies but required very large computers
and more computing time.
At present, corrunercial systems are unable to hold connected conversations where any subtlety or dependence on context is involved.

However,

some research systems that are able to make deductions during the conversation have greater versatility.

If such systems are perfected they will

have considerable corrunercial possibilities.
Dr. Perrault pointed out that, as with so much AI work, the key to the
problem is to limit the system's domain of application.

Within a well-

defined domain, question-answering machines can be effective and useful,
but a problem arises in discovering the best way to limit the domain of a
question-answering system.

For example,

even with a very limited data

base, an involved question still requires considerable computing power to
produce a satisfactory reply.

One useful line of research would be to

discover guidelines about the most profitable ways to limit the domain of a
question-answering system.

An Aside~

Tree Graphs and Cornbinatorics

Although none of the speakers specifically addressed the topic of tree
graphs or solution searches, the issue was implicit in much of the workshop
discussion.

Tree graphs and the various strategies that are employed to

search through the branches of a solution tree are ever present problems in
AI research.

'!he concepts involved can be readily illustrated by reference

to a game of chess.
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Suppose Black is to move at a particular point

in

the

game.

Black

considers the prudence of a given move and envisions the possible countermoves that White could make.

Each of White's countermoves will in turn

open up new possibilities to Black; some of them will strengthen Black's
position and others lead to danger.

Black therefore considers not only the

immediate move but the possible responses to each of White's countermoves
and so on.

'!he implications of a single move can therefore be represented

by branches on a tree:

It is clear that the further ahead Black plans the game, the larger and
larger become the number of possible moves about which Black has to think.
If Black plans far enough ahead, then the number of moves involved become

astronomically large.

Within all of these possibilities, Black hopes to

trace down a branch to a possible checkmate of White.

Black also bears in

mind the possible sub-branches which, if taken by White, may cause Black to
lose the initiative.

'!he state of the game can therefore be considered by

scanning the implications of each node, by searching the branches both
laterally and in depth.

Finally,

a particular strategy which

involves

zigzagging down a branch from node to node will be chosen.
Many problems in AI are analogous to the chess game for each particular
move or action gives rise to a range of possibilities that fan out like
twigs on a branch.

In some AI situations, the process is performed in

reverse.

of

Diagnosis

a

disease

for

example

starts

with

the

twigs
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(symptoms) and back-tracks to a particular disease (one branch).

However,

whichever way the tree graph is read, AI researchers always corne up against
the "combinatorial explosion", which is so-called because as the computer
moves from level to level within a tree graph, the number of possibilities
that must be considered increases dramatically.
Tree graphs crop up in AI applications including vision, speech recognition and problem solving. In all cases the computer reaches its limit
when it no longer 'has the time or the memory capacity to search through so
many branches.

Some idea of the magnitude of the task can be gained by

referring back to the chess game.

If the fastest computer available were

to calculate all possible configurations in a 50-move chess game, it would
take it longer than the age of the universe!
Human chess players do not get caught in the combinatorial explosion;
yet are still able to play long games of chess and solve complex problems.
This is because humans have the advantage of drawing on experience, anticipating certain overall patterns, adapting strategies for given situations
and so on.

In chess, a human player may learn to concentrate on the centre

of the board,

recognize an opponent's overall strategy and condense a

particular series of moves using mental shorthand.
AI researchers are similarly learning how to beat the combinatorial
explosion by means of heuristics, generating and testing tentative solutions, breaking down a problem into sub-problems and searching both from
the top and bottom of a tree. Also, new approaches to prograrrming favour
parallel processing in which several branches are searched simultaneously.
'Ihe difficulties of searching amongst the branches of a tree graph is
one of the major computational barriers in many fields of AI.

Researchers

now recognize that a breakthrough in AI will corne about once the computer
has self-knowledge about the task and can perform a tree search in an
intelligent fashion.
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Conclusions
It was clear from the discussion that expert systems and knowledge representation is a particularly active and promising field.
Several expert
systems have already been marketed and are generating considerable interest
within the business world.

It is clear that as new systems are developed,

they will have a readYrnade sales interest.
Several of the participants argued that the design of expert systems
was a particularly promising field for Canada, especially in the field of
resource management.

The development of a new system does not require a

large AI team or a major outlay of capital.

The knowledge and experience

to design and produce such systems is available in Canada, and such a
product would have a promising worldwide market.

'IOPIC II:

NATURAL LANGUAGE AND MACHINE TRANSLATION

Computer understanding of natural language is of considerable importance in
AI applications. Question-answering systems depend upon the ability to
understand and generate sentences in natural language. Speech synthesis
and recognition rely similarly on the ability of computers to manipulate
and

understand

natural

language.

Also,

an

application

of

particular

relevance to canada is that of machine translation.
Language translation is an expensive, labour-intensive activity and, in
a bilingual country like canada, it represents a significant cost that has
to be added to the overhead of many projects.

The possibility of automated

machine translation is, therefore, of national importance.
Early attempts at computer translations were crude and had a tendency
to produce absurdities.

A much-quoted example involved the translation of

the English sentence "The spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak" into
Russian and back into English.

The translation produced by the computer

read "'Ihe wine is agreeable but the meat is spoiled."

There are a number

of outstanding problems involved in language translation and this example
illustrates one of the most serious, namely, the problem of meaning.

'Words

carry many levels of meaning, as for example the word "flesh". The OXford
English Dictionary contains two pages of definitions for this word which
involve subtle shades of meaning in regard to its common usage as a noun
and such curious usages for the verb as, "to reward a hawk or hound" and
"to plunge a weapon into the flesh."

SOme of these meanings are made clear

by the sentence in which the word occurs,
- 37 -

others require a knowledge of the
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general context of the passage or even information that lies outside the
text itself, for example, general knowledge about the world and the way
people

act.

Such

considerations

become

of

supreme

importance

where

computer translations are concerned.
Pierre Isabelle and Laurent Bourbeau described the approach of the TAUM
group in M::mtn?al and the various attempts that had been made to improve
machine translation.

The field had been influenced during the 1970s by the

theories of Noam Chomsky who proposed the existence of "deep linguistic
structures" located in the brain.

According to Chomsky, language arises

from language-independent processing that is genetically inherited by all
humans.

The particular language that is learned in childhood is coupled to

this deep linguistic structure so that not only speech but also reading and
writing become possible.
Chomsky's theories suggested to the AI cormnunity that a language independent structure or
translations.

II

interlingua II could be used as the basis for computer

sentences in one language would be transformed into symbolic

forms of "interlingua" and then transformed into the target language.

In

practice, however, such a translation program proved particularly difficult
to carry out so TAUM took a modified route.
The Montreal-based TAlM project was formed in 1965 from a group of
linguists,

translators and

computer

scientists

to develop a

computer system for English to French translation.

practical

TAlM decided on an

approach using "pivot languages II ; a modified form of deep linguistic structure.

Each English sentence is first analyzed for syntax, semantics and

word meanings and then translated into "pivot English."
step has the effect of exposing
English sentence.

This intermediate

the full linguistic structure

of the

Using an internal dictionary and rules for transforma-

tion, the sentence in pivot English is then converted into pivot French.
Finally, the TAUM program translates the sentence from pivot French into
the French language.
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The TAlM program is not sufficiently general to make translations of
books and newspapers so the group decided to apply it to what are called
"sub-languages"; that is, situations, such as technical manuals or command
languages, in which syntaxes are restricted and vocabularies are limited.
One of the first applications of the TAUM program to such a sub-language
was the translation of weather reports.

~UM-METRO

has translated some 2.5

million words each year with only 20 per cent of the sentences requiring
revision. This success was followed with TAUM-AVIATION for the translation
of maintenance manuals.
An advantage of the TAUM system is

from internal grammars and dictionaries.

the independence of its software
It is,

therefore, possible to

apply TAlM to different technical sub-languages or,

indeed, to languages

other than French and English without the need to revise the whole system.
The cost of a TAUM machine translation was $0.083 per word as compared
with a human translation of $0.145 per word.

However, because all texts

were subject to human revision, this raised the cost of a TAlM-produced and
translator-supervised text to $0.183 per word.

On the basis of these

figures, the TAlM attempt did not appear to be corrunercially competitive.
TAUM'S contract to perform machine

translations was

terminated by

the

Department of the secretary of State and the research group disbanded in
september 1981.
The failure of the TAlM. translation team to survive was regretted by
many present at the workshop.

However, an announcement was made by a

member of the Secretary of State's Department that a study would be funded
to look into the feasibility of computer translations.
James Mackie from MITEL pointed out how useful computer translations
could be when they are used with restricted sub-languages.
MITEL was
making use of a corrunercially available system to translate its telecommunications documentation into a variety of languages.

The original text is

written in clear, simple English using a restricted syntax and vocabulary.
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By keeping the limits of the computer's translation program in mind when

the original text is written, the machine is able to produce acceptable
translations at an economical cost.

'IOPIC III:

VISION AND SPEECH

The fields of expert systems, knowledge representation and the understanding of natural language belong, loosely speaking, to the
side of the computer.

II

intellectual"

The electronic machine must also be given senses and

the ability to gather information about its environment and to use this
information to take action.

As one participant said:

"So much of this workshop is about thinking, yet a lot of the actual
work in AI today is about getting information from the world and then
altering it."
The earliest computers interacted with the outside world by means of
punched cards, punched and magnetic tape, discs, drums and typed input and
output.

'Ibday, computers have the rudiments of vision, understand simple

speech, sense the position of surrounding objects by means of robot limbs
and interact with humans via sensitive screens and tablets.

The two major

areas of computer vision and speech were discussed at the workshop.
Computer Vision
So much of what we know about the world is gathered by our eyes that it is
natural for AI researchers to attempt to give vision to their computers.
It is a task, however, that proves to be one of the most difficult in the
whole AI field.
Some of the earliest experiments in computer vision were carried out at
the SRI Laboratories in california between 1969 and 1971.

- 41 -

Using television
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cameras as eyes, SHAKEY I and II were able to find their way through a
series of interconnected, block-filled rooms.
As scientists attempted to extend

the abilities of computer vision,

problems emerged that were of surprising complexity.

Orr own vision works

so well that we are never conscious of the complicated processes involved.
we scan a landscape and, faster than thought, spot the sudden movement of a
rabbit. We walk through a jostling crowd and recognize the face of a
friend last seen a decade ago. we run downstairs and notice a mark on the
wall that was not there the day before.

As one participant put it:

"Our visual system is truly astounding but it is also the result of a
billion years of selective evolution. A billion years which has
produced eyes, optic nerves and a visual cortex specifically designed
to perform tasks geared to survival."
There does not exist even a tentative general theory of vision, and set
beside the visual system of a human, SHAKEY and the vision systems that
came after it are particularly crude. Contemporary research has moved away
from computer vision towards more restricted problems and to vision systems
that work in limited, structured environments.

Research topics include

image processing, picture restoration, scene analysis and a host of other
specialized sub-divisions.
One of the most notable successes of computer vision is in areas where
human seeing has no special ability; that is, the fields of image enhancement, picture correction and reconstruction, image compression and tomography.

Here the computer's "eye" makes no attempt to read or understand a

photograph but treats it as digital information that is to be processed.
Computers can remove defects in a photograph, correct colour values and
generally improve a two-dimensional image.
Picture processing is now a matter of routine with images taken from
planetary probes, earth resource satellites and medical appara tusj it is
even used in corrnnercial video production for special effects.

Computer
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tomography is applied in medical diagnosis to obtain three-dimensional
information of the body from a series of flat-slice images.

Image compres-

sion permits the storage of a larger number of visual images in a computer
memory or the transmission of images with a reduced flow of data.
Computer systems can also be used for pattern recognition where a
limited number of simple shapes are

displayed against a uniform background.

Applications

of barcodes

include the

reading

on merchandise,

counting

particles, Lnspectri.nq electronic circuits and scanning blood cells.

The

computer has the advantage of being fast, efficient and tireless.

Its

vision can also be

used

to measure the dimensions of

simple changes

directly and accurately, an ability not shared by the human eye.
Whereas the computer may be able to improve the image of a blurred
photograph, it is generally beyond its abilities to pick out and identify
even the most general solid objects that are represented on that twodimensional surface. It is only in restricted situations, such as photographs of the earth's surface taken from a given height, that computer
vision has, at present, any chance of making a commercial contribution.
Humans know how to read photographs because they possess general knowledge about how things appear in the real three-dimensional world.

Bumans

are able to decode the flat image because they understand clues as to scale
and distance, they know how shadows form, they associate certain textures
with grass, water and rock, they recognize a given object from many angles
and- they know how solid objects are mapped onto a two-dimensional surface
by the carner a.
'Ihe computer can only begin to decypher a photograph when it too is
supplied with additional information about the scene.

One way of doing

this is to use the computer vision system as an assistant to a human
expert.

T. Kasvand of the National Research Council and A.G. Fabbri of the

Geological SUrvey of canada developed GIAFP to place

inage-processing
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skills at the disposal of geologists who wish to pick out and compare
details from a series of maps.
Professor Mackworth from the University of British Columbia described
his own group's work on the interpretation of satellite pictures.
computer

is able to

"read"

the

image

only after

being

The

supplied with

information on illumination, ground cover and surface orientation.

Another

experimental program, MAPEEZE, is able to reconstruct the scene represented
by an aerial photograph.

A human operator provides the computer with a

rough sketch map of roads,

bridges,

rivers and mountains

in the area.

MAPEEZE then uses that information to produce a full colour map based on
the photograph.
When it comes to general vision of full three-dimensional scenes, the
computer is even more limited.

One AI goal is an industr ial robot whose

eyes can be used for inspection, general control and the direction of manipulating arms.

Such robots are,

at present,

only effective in highly

structured environments involving a limited number of different objects.
However, by carefully arranging a scene, the robot can be used to advantage.
In an ideal vision situation, a limited number of well-defined objects are
carefully arranged and illuminated.

The simple expedient of painting a

target on an object will markedly increase a robot's vision ability.

One

participant defended the robots' limited vision:
"You've got to remember that the workplace has evolved for the
convenience of humans and not robots. What may seem congenial to us is
confusing and complicated to a robot. They're going to work best in
the sort of standardized surroundings that humans find boring,
mechanical and repetitive. "
Mackworth felt that canadian research into computer vision is of high
quality but, without additional support, it will rapidly fall behind the
rest of the world.

One poss ibi.Li ty for

the future

high-quality visual systems onto silicon chips.

is the transfer of

In this way, new vision

systems will be fast in operation and cheap to produce.
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Whereas other applications of AI, such as machine translation, may have
to compete on the grounds of cost effectiveness with humans, this is not
necessarily true with computer vision.

A particularly attractive area for

development is vision for robots to be used in outer space, ocean beds,
atomic reactors, chemical works and other environments that are hostile to
humans.
Speech Reg>gnition and Synthesis

It is advantageous to interrogate computers us inq ordinary speech,

for

computers that can engage in verbal conversations with their users will
have a host of applications from improved question-answer iTB systems to
aids to the handicapped and machines directed by verbal commands.

However,

as with other fields of AI, the full development of computer speech also
depends on having electronic representations of general knowledge about the
world.
Dr. M.L. Blostein explained the work of the Bell Northern Research INRS SPeech Communication Research Group and began by playing an example of
computer-generated speech.

True synthetic speech involves the translation

of a text into acoustic signals.
ligible although,

in

the

At present synthetic speech is intel-

case of microprocessor

systems,

considerable

improvement is still needed particularly where long sentences are involved.
An

alternative approach is to construct speech out of pre-recorded, elec-

tronically compressed segments but this requires the capacity of a whole IC
chip (integrated circuit chip).
To

produce good synthetic speech, the computer must be able to analyze

each sentence and apply rules of inflection, punctuation and intonation as
well as the characteristics of an individual speaker.

A major difficulty

in the development of computer speech is the lack of full understanding of
how human speech is produced.
When it comes to automatic speech recognition, the problem is even more
complex.

At present a single IC chip has the capacity to recognize a small
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vocabulary of isolated words spoken by a trained speaker.

'ill extend this

to carefully spoken, connected speech requires a series of circuit boards
and even with this computing power,
highly restricted.

the vocabulary and SYntax must be

Full conversational speech with untrained speakers is

at present beyond the capacity of a computer.
time frame for this latter development.

It is difficult to give a

Some laboratory systems work well

as experimental devices but as soon as they are put into the field, they
look less attractive.

As a particiPant said:

"It's not that easy to speak to one of these machines. We don't really
know how to get people to 'live' with a limited vocabulary and syntax.
Possibly command languages will be the most profitable area to explore."
Speech-recognition systems work by matching the incoming sound against
acoustic patterns generated in the computer, and, if the two patterns happen to match then the word or phrase is recognized.

This process requires

the computer to constantly anticipate what is being said, given the overall
context and earlier parts of the conversation.
constantly

making

sentence

hypotheses

based

on

Hence,
the

the computer is
rules

of

natural

language and some general knowledge about the subject under discussion.
Improvements in speech recognition involve knowledge representation,
strategies for constructing more effective hypotheses,
hypotheses, pattern matching and so on.

searching amongst

Also, more work must be directed

to understanding how human speech is produced.
Dr. de Mori of Concordia university spoke of his own research into the
computer recognition of continuous speech.

His approach employs an inte-

grated system to extract acoustic clues and generate syllabic and lexical
hypotheses.

It operates by processing the various sub-tasks in parallel.

Dr. Blostein argued that significant research in this field could only
be carried out by an organization with considerable computing power at its
disposal.

He

suggested

that

immediately to silicon chips.

successful

systems

should

be

transferred

Cheaply produced speech-recognition systems
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could then be used by smaller research groups and for field trials in homes
and offices.

The results of these trials and laboratory assessments would

lead to further improvements in design.
A good speech-recognition system probably lies 5 to 10 years into the
future.

Fbr the present, however, commercial systems have a use in well-

defined situations and with limited vocabularies and syntax.

One obvious

field of application is "command languages" where machines are controlled
by a series of limited voice commands.

Although the voice-operated type-

wri ter lies far in the future, research could be carried out now on how
people will react when they find that they can hold conversations with a
machine.

'IOPIC IV:

APPLICATIONS AND EFF.ECI'S

'!he Office of the Future
Much has been written about the office of the future and how the new technologies will transform the functions within an office.

Up to now, the

major transformation has resulted from word processors and, in the near
future, their influence will be even further extended as they are given the
capability to make decisions, produce graphs and other documents and are
integrated with electronic mail services.
10m carey of the University of Guelph pointed out that the research and
development is badly needed

in the field of user-system interactions.

Office equipment of the future will make use of natural language, speech
recognition and multi-mode interfaces.

(In multi-mode interfaces several

"clues" are given by the user, for example, gestures can be picked up by
means of a gyroscope attached to the arm.)
The general user of office equipment prefers to learn to use a new
system in ways that are as painless as possible. In place of complicated
instructions and bulky manuals, the system itself should guide the user
through its various functions at an individually designed pace.
error messages, an electronic device could offer help and

Instead of
instruction.

EXecutives who find themselves lost or confused when faced with a computer
are unlikely to be impressed by a bluntly worded error message.
At present, it is not at all clear how this new technology will change
the office.

For example, when word processors were first marketed,
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assumed that their major function would be to act as time-saving devices.
In fact, they do not so much save time as allow writers to produce a much
better first draft.

Q1e function of the new machines may be to make the

skills of an expert more readily available throughout an office, but, at
present, no one is at all clear if the new technology will reduce the
number of office jobs or create more.
Part of the problem arises because the functioning of the office is not
well understood.

On

paper,

for

example,

an

organization may function

through hierarchical lines of corrmand but there will also exist a more
subtle, informal structure within that same organization.
system can be seen during a coffee break.

This informal

The way in which new office

machines interact not only with the formal office structure, but with this
informal sub-structure, will be of particular importance.
Long-Range Planning and Decision Making
Computers have traditionally been used by scientists to solve problems that
can be rigorously formulated.

However, once the element of AI is added,

the computer becomes capable of more subtle tasks such as decision making,
value judgements and planning for the future.
In arriving at a policy decision, a human expert takes into consideration the potential behaviour of the physical world (resources, economics,
environment, etc.) together with the various goals and values that society
supports.

'Itlis process demands, to begin with, an understanding of the

complex interactions
global economics,

that exist between,

farming,

mining,

for

example,

manufacturing and

the marketplace,
empl.oyment ,

Also,

policy-makers are sensitive to the values society sets upon certain ways of
life.

'Itley must, therefore, take into account beliefs and goals together

with the possible implications of the particular decision that is to be
made.

'Ihus ,

if all or part of this task were

computer, it would be of immense importance.

to be carried out by
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George Strobel of the Universite de Montreal discussed the ways in
which intelligent computers can assist in decision making and long-range
planning.

One approach is to use the computer as an experimental tool for

investigating the consequence of a particular policy decision.

Economists

and systems theorists have constructed dynamic models that represent the
evolution of complex interrelated systems such as the environment and the
economy.

These mathematical models consist of sets of coupled differential

equations together with initial conditions, adjustable parameters and so on.
By

programming dynamical models on the computer, a human expert can

experiment with the effects and long-range implications of different scenarios, policy decisions and world trends.

The computer in this case acts as

a tool to decision making, whereby a number of alternative policies can be
explored through a process of trial and error.

The assessment of the

results, in terms of values to society or detriment to the environment, is
still, however, taken by human experts.
A more advanced form of computer planning not only models the econany
and the environment, but the processes of decision making itself.

In the

GRIPS system at the Universi te de funtreal, the computer is supplied with
information on the relative importance of needs, values and goals together
with various indicators such as pollution, life expectancy, existence of
war, etc.

By

combining these wi th a model of the environment and the

economy, the results of a particular scenario can be evaluated by the
computer.
The GRIPS system offers a complete modelling of human decision making
where complex issues are involved.

The computer works out the environmental

and economic implications of a particular po Li.cy ,

searches within this

scenario for the various indicators of quality of life and produces an
overall evaluation of the result.

The GRIPS system also features "auto-

matic programming," it accommodates "fuzzy" input and supplies the results
of its analysis and planning in terms of graphs and tables.
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There was little time available at the workshop to discuss the farreach irq

impl ications

of

systems

like

GRIPS,

but

the

possibility

of

evaluating policies, making decisions and carrying out long-range planning
by computer should be of importance to industry and governments.
HARI:WARE AND THEDRY

Cooplter Hardware
Much of the discussion at the workshop focussed on the practical tasks that
AI systems are called upon to perform and on the software that should be
developed.

Professor T.

Pietrzykowski of Acadia University provided a

welcome contrast by addressing the problems of computer design and manufacture.

AI systems today are required to carry out pattern mat.chi rq , exten-

sive tree graph searches, specialized numerical calculations and memory
operations as well as parallel processing.

Yet the computers available are

still manufactured according to a philosophy used in their ancestors of the
1940s and 1950s.
Von Neuman's original design called for a centralized control and data
flow but this is particularly inappropriate for the type of computer used
in AI work.

'Ibday, there is good reason why computer design, or archi tec-

ture, should change radically.

For example,

the central processor once

represented the major cost of a computer but in some current machines, it
is about one-tenth the cost of a memory unit.

Novel designs could use tens

or hundreds of processors to direct and control the flow of data through
various parts of the machine.

Areas of the computer could be dedicated to

special operations or hard-wired for vision and speech analysis,

intel-

ligent memories could direct the flow of data and special modules would
provide a well-designed interface with the user.
Such radical

changes

in computer

architecture

capabilities of the canadian AI community.

are

not

beyond

the

Pietrzykowski did not believe

that the research and development involved would require massive grants or
large teams and could be handled by relatively small groups.

Rather than
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attempting to build a general purpose fifth-generation machine,

such a

group could concentrate on producing an intelligent computer for a specific
task.

AI computers could be designed for robotics, vision, speech recog-

nition, data base fronts or expert systems.
A computer manufacturer at the workshop agreed that the design and
manufacture of such a machine was well within the capabilities of the Canadian AI fraternity.

Such a development would allow canada to leapfrog over

conventional computer technology and secure a position amongst the next
generation of computer manufacturers.
Role of 'Iheory
As

a complement to Dr. Pietrzykowski's talk on hardware, Ray Reiter of the

university of British Columbia spoke on the role of theory in AI work.
theory has

recently experienced a

renaissance

in the

fields

of

AI

logic

programming, expert systems, metatheory , new forms of reasoning and "smart
data bases."

In

the area of "metatheory," contemporary research is being

directed towards "knowledge about knowledge" or intelligent control over
the computer's internal processes.

This also involves the ability to deal

with incomplete knowledge and belief systems.
work

is also

Considerable

theoretical

involved in the development of logic-based languages for

dealing with knowledge about the world and for making inferences from this
knowledge.
Dr. Reiter pointed out that these theoretical studies relate to profound philosophical problems that had exercised thinkers for the last 2000
years.

He had no reason to be confident that such questions as the "mean-

ing of meaning" or "belief," would be resolved in the immediate future.
Indeed, the word of John McCarthy, one of the founders of AI, are worth
recalling:
"One can expect true artificial intelligence 'somewhere between four
and four hundred years' in the future."

GENERAL StMfARY

It became clear from the talks and discussions held 'in Ottawa that Canadian
researchers are represented in every important field of AI.

(There were no

specific discussions on robotics but the National Research Council is
building an active group to study robotics and the applications of AI to
manufacturing technology. Companies like SPAR AeroSPace, with CANADARM,
are also developing the required mechanical skills.)
Although canada has not developed an expert system of its own, the community has all the necessary expertise to design and produce a commercially
attractive system.

Machine translation is another field where skills, a

ready market and national priorities coincide.

ConSiderable advances have

also been made in the areas of long-range planning and decision making
using AI computers.

'!he field may now be at a stage where it could be of

definite practical use to policy-makers and planners.
The technically difficult areas of computer vision and speech recognition are also well represented in canada. Although the final solutions
to many of the problems involved lie in the unpredictable future, there are
many important applications to be made along the way. Already aspects of
computer vision and picture processing are being used in science, medicine
and industry and year by year, more applications are expected.
In theoretical AI, canadians continue to work on some of the most
fundamental problems.

'!he depth of the issues involved transcends a single
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discipline such as AI and embraces fundamental questions in philosophy.
These problems may, by their very nature, lie beyond solution even though
the human race is involved in rephrasing and clarifying them from century
to century.

This process is a valuable part of the world's intellectual

heritage, and it may also have the side effect of stimulating work in more
practical fields.
Some consideration was also given to the problems of computer design
and hardware manufacture.

Canada is rapidly developing skills and experi-

ence in the microelectronics industry and there are good arguments to support a national initiative in the production of AI computers.

There is

plenty of room for competition and innovation in this area and Canada's
best strategy may be to design intelligent electronic devices for specific
fields of application.

III. A POLICY roR AI
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'!HE ISSUES

W-hat role should governments play in AI research?
Should Canada build a special centre for AI work?
W-hat are the national priorities for AI research and development?
How soon will AI applications reach the marketplace?

Questions like these were debated at special sessions, question periods
and coffee breaks during the two-day workshop.

Wlereas par t icipant.s were

in general agreement that AI is an important and promising field, they were
less clear as to which policies and strategies would foster this work in
Canada. High-quality work is at present being carried out by a number of
smallish groups but unless a rapid increase in funding and support takes
place, Canada will soon trail behind Japan, Europe and the United States in
development and applications.
Research Funding
During the first day of the workshop, a senior government representative
led a discussion on the possible roles that government could have wi th
respect to AI research.
stimuli for

He pointed out that one of the most important

research in canada is the Natural Sciences and Engineering

Research Council

(NSERC)

grant

scheme.

'Ihese

grants

are

designed

to

support long-term research and personnel development and could have a
considerable effect on AI work.
Where applications are of ultimate benefit to society, governments can
also fund research through

strategic grants.
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can participate in a more direct form of support when applications coincide
with a particular mandate.

For example, the Department of Ehergy, Mines

and Resources supports remote sensing for natural resources.

The National

Research Council maintains an interest in robotics and computer vision for
industrial applications, the Department of the secretary of State encourages machine translations,

and the Department of Communications has a

tradition of development in communications technology and office equipment. In all these cases, a government department may fund research teams
or engage directly in research and development.
The Workshop was asked to consider to what extent should government
take the lead in canadian AI.

Should it give direction through active

policies and research, or should it act as a coordinator and help to foster
communication between interested groups?

In the lively discussion that

followed, research workers from the universities made it clear that they
felt, themselves,

poorly served by NSERC.

They pointed out that if AI is

to flourish in canada, then some improvement in funding is needed rapidly.
Several suggestions were offered as to why NSERC support is so low.

To

begin with AI is a new and poorly defined topic that embraces research
workers in computing,
linguistics.

engineering,

mathematics,

physics,

psychology and

Often a grant application will "fall between two stools" or

be considered by a committee that is unsympathetic to the field.

Also, it

appears that no active AI researcher sits on an NSERC committee, and no
committee is particularly disposed towards the field of AI.
A further difficulty is that AI research normally involves a
effort and NSERC may not look favourably on research teams.

team

Also NSERC

grants are designed for long-term research and some authorities question if
most AI profits are of a long-term duration.

The workshop argued st.rorq.Iy

that NSERC should develop more understanding of the nature, significance
and

future

of AI research.

WOrkers

in the

field

should

lobby

NSERC

members, representatives of the AI community should sit on NSERC committees
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and possibly a special NSERC corrnnittee should devote its attention to the
field and declare AI a high-priority topic.
Goverrnnent:

Leader or Adviser?

A senior government represent.ative asked whether

the federal government

should take a strong lead in AI research or act as adviser

and coordinator.

Many participants felt that the government's role should be an active one
in stimulating R&D.

They pointed to the $48 million that will be spent

between 1982 and 1984 on the Japanese Fifth

Generatio~

Project (a national

program in Japan involving the design and production of an AI computer), and
a $120 and $200 million budget is projected for 1985-1988.

The response of

the united Kingdom to this announcement had been rapid and resulted in the
establishment of the British Program for Advanced Information Technology
with a budget in excess of $600 million over the next 5 years.
States for

The United

its part continues to maintain several major industrial and

university AI research laboratories.
appears to have done next to nothing.
Many of

the

participants

By contrast,

argued

with

the

the Canadian government

utmost

vigour

that

the

canadian government must be made aware of the importance of funding AI
research before

it is too late.

One suggestion was

that

the

Science

Council should act as an advocate for the AI corrnnunity and, in particular,
should make an analysis of the economic benefits of AI and its future
applications.
Another speaker pointed out that the Canadian government is lagging
behind the general public in its understanding of these issues.
that through exposure to the various media,

He felt

the public had become well

aware of the importance of AI and the radical changes that were taking
place in Japan and other countries.

The public also realizes that Canada

is failing to participate in this challenge.
There was general agreement that the AI corrnnunity should lobby government at all levels to publicize its message.

An important

factor

in
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raising the nation I s consciousness about AI will be the canadian Society
for the Computational Study of Intelligence.
leadership: Tomorrow is 'IbO rate
The Workshop participants, therefore,

felt strongly that the government

should move rapidly to demonstrate its support of AI and not wait until
proven applications or breakthroughs emerge.

One speaker pointed to the

way in which a new technology can dominate the marketplace and gave the
example of how Japanese manufacturers have captured 98 per cent of the
video recorder market. This did not come about through any dramatic leap
in technology or fundamental Japanese advance.
Rather video recorders
evolved through a gradual process of improvement. Many other industrial
nations had the capabilities and know-how to make such advances but, in the
case of Japan, the project was vigorously supported from its inception.
The consequence of the Japanese confidence in the future of its product was
that a totally new market was captured and held.
The same dynamics may apply to the various areas of AI.

Rather than

involving a single dramatic breakthrough, the field will probably advance
through a series of applications and improvements each of which represents
a modest but definite advance. If canada is to have a role in this process
and a slice of an enormous potential market,

then the government must

demonstrate a strong and long-term commitment to R&D.

If this support does

not come about quickly, then Canadian companies and research workers will
lose their positions in the field and will rapidly fall behind the other
technological nations.
An AI Research Centre

If the government does decide to give financial support to the AI community, how best should this funding be used? One solution is to create an
AI Centre. canada cannot boast any major AI laboratories that are privately
funded.

r-bst of the expertise is concentrated in university departments,

in small groups that tend to be under budge ted and overwhelmed with the need
to train graduate students.

Although the research carried out in these
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groups is often of high quality, the groups themselves are spread too
thinly across the country. What is needed is to bring research workers
together into large groups where a "critical mass" can be created for
stimulating, rapidly advancing R&D.
One possibility for larger research teams is to have a special NSER<::::
committee fund two or three main research centres. Another scenario is to
create a distributed laboratory in which smaller groups can share resources
and

ideas.

AI

researchers

need

access

to

state-of-the-art computing

At present, this involves a capital investment of between $50

facilities.

and $150 thousand per researcher.

A major research centre, or distribution

centre, would provide such computing power

and

the

infrastructure and

funding for long-term software development.
1\bt everyone agreed that the poverty of university research is the
major problem. Some felt that the industrial sector is in most need of
government

support

and

suggested

that

an

AI

centre

for

industr ial

applications should be built.*
A further

implication of the present inadequate funding is that it

leaves talented graduate students with little option other than to move to
foreign

(generally US) laboratories.

'Ibis is not only a matter of job

vacancies but of the presence of stimulating and
promising young minds can feel challenged.

active groups where

The creation of special AI

research centres in Canada would have the effect of protecting home-grown
talent and attracting some of the best research workers on the international market.
If such an AI research centre is built in Canada, there are good arguments that applied research should occupy a strong position within its
organization.

* See

p. 65.

Historically

it has been

found that the best

advances and
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the most stimulating environment exists when an active applied group interacts under the same roof with basic research.
Several speakers made the point that such research centres function
best when they maintain strong links with

the universities.

Possibly

university research workers could arrange joint appointments at the proposed centre and funding could be provided for
re searcher s,

'Ihe

majority of AI work

"partial release"

is performed

of AI

in departments of

computing science where the staff are seriously overworked.

By providing

partial release, selected faculty would be freed from teaching and administration to spend more time on research or to take a joint appointment at an
AI centre.
AI and Technology Transfer
On

the second day of the workshop, an active debate was held on the problem

of technology and applied research.

Several speakers from the industrial

sector pointed out that the government had provisions to fund both university research and product development but that there is no funding for
applied

research outside a

university

setting.

Several

industrialists

warned that the position of applied research within the whole field of AI
is particularly weak.

Applied research would be strengthened not only by

an influx of funding but also by establishing more efficient communication
between all sectors of the AI community.
A major

problem

involves

technology

transfer.

Not

every

exciting

breakthrough at the laboratory bench reaches the level of product development.

The TAUM group, which was disbanded through lack of support, is an

example of how a valuable new technology may become lost forever.
Experience shows that it is not sufficient for a new process or device
to be commercially attractive, provision for technology transfer must also
be built into a project right from the start.

TOo many university resear-

chers do not think about this transfer until it is too late.

en

the other

hand, research from the laboratory bench often appears abstract to people
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in business, and there may be problems in convincing an industrialist of
the significance of an advance.
'Ibere was a general plea that AI groups

in

the

university should

develop a greater degree of sophistication about the business world and
plan carefully for the implications and applications of work they are doing.
There were several proposals as to how the link between the left brain
(product development) and the right brain (basic research) of AI could be
strengthened.

One suggestion was to set up a centre to concentrate on

applied research for the industrial sector.
Applied research is an expensive investment which most firms in the
high technology field cannot afford.

Where research is carried out and a

new topic is investigated, each firm generally finds itself retracing the
same steps before it reaches a frontier in technology.

'Ibis duplication of

effort is a costly and wasteful business but companies for their part like
to keep research results to themselves.

Companies with their own labora-

tories do not like to be involved with other groups but prefer their projects to be secret.
An applied research centre may be one way around this problem of high

investment costs and

the duplication of results.

It would be

jointly

funded by government and industry with close connections to the universities.

Research on common problems in AI development would be available to

canadian industry as a whole.

Also, there would be provision for individ-

ually funded research, contracted by a particular company, and conducted
under secure and secret conditions.
Regardless of how the research organization is set up,

there was a

general feeling that it should not be completely under government control
and should foster traffic between basic research and product development.
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Some concern was expressed that by concentrating so much applied
research in a single location, the necessary spirit of competition would be
lacking. On the other hand, there is plenty of competition from Japan,
Europe and the united States.
Participants also discussed individual
rewards for AI research and several industrialists felt that a successful
research worker should have a tangible share in any advance.

POLICY

~TIONS

The policy recorranendations that emerged from the two-day Ottawa workshop
are:
1)

'Ihe government should become aware of the nature and future of AI
research,

including economic benefits and

future

applications.

It

should also realize the need for immediate response to this rapidly
moving field.
2)

'Ihe government should give firm and long-term leadership to the whole
AI community.

3)

Special fields should be identified that correspond to national needs,
international markets, current AI expertise and an already existing
industrial infrastructure.

Expert systems for

resource development,

language translation and AI related to robotics are examples of such
fields.
4)

An

NSERC committee should be

set up to fund

AI research

in the

universities as a special priority area.
5)

One or more research institutes should be established to develop teams
with the necessary critical mass for rapid innovation and deve.Lopment,
'!hese centres would provide smaller groups with access to facilities
and superior computers.
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6)

Special attention should be given to applied research and the transfer
of

technology.

An

applied

research

institute,

jointly

funded

by

government and industry, should be established.
7)

'Ihe design and manufacture; of AI computers and devices for specific
applications should be undertaken in Canada.

8)

'Ihe Canadian AI community should establish an electronic information
network among its members.

Also,

the Science \ Council, :NR::: or some

other organization should sponsor workshops to increase communication
between all sectors of AI research, development and corrmercialization
in Canada.
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